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ABSTRACT
Digital media has some observable traces named communi-
ties. Several events such as split, merge, dissolve and survive
happen to communities in social media. But what are signif-
icant features to predict these events? And to which extent
a feature is relevant in a social media? To answer these ques-
tions, we perform a study on community evolution analysis
and prediction. We employ three overlapping community
detection (OCD) algorithms from literature to the case of
time-evolving networks including social, email communica-
tion and co-authorship networks. Group evolution discovery
(GED) technique is applied to track the identified communi-
ties. We compare structural properties of OCD algorithms
and investigate most persistent communities over time. Fur-
thermore, static and temporal features of a community are
applied to build a logistic classifier for community evolu-
tion prediction (CEP). Results reveal important features to
predict events happening to a community.

Keywords
Overlapping community detection; community evolution track-
ing; community evolution prediction

1. INTRODUCTION
People, agents and their interactions are the smallest part

of social media and bigger components can be well described
by (overlapping) communities [18, 16]. As a matter of fact,
communities confront various transformations such as grow,
shrink, merge, split, birth and death which are caused by
inscribed and circumscribed effects [2, 17]. The internal and
external effects imposed to a community are pretty much sig-
nificant while their meso-scopic study provides the opportu-
nity to seize a better understanding of their alterations and
purposely control their evolution [2, 9]. In this regard, we
aim to know more about significant features for community
evolution prediction. Moreover, how the importance varies
in the context of different social networks?
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To find an answer for the questions, we apply three OCD
algorithms named SLPA [19], DMID [16] and AFOCS [14]
on Enron email communication, Facebook and DBLP net-
works in approximately ten-year temporal period. We track
and extract the community events such as split, merge, dis-
solve and survive via comparing the evolution of overlapping
communities over consecutive time steps. Furthermore, we
build a logistic regression model based on static and dy-
namic structural properties of communities like centralities,
density, (dis)assortative degree mixing and influential nodes.
Moreover, we analyse properties of the most persistent com-
munity over all domains to observe how community features
are changing over time. Results reveal prediction accuracy
of the model along with the significance of features in the
prediction task. Mainly the impact of community features
very much depends on how to detect communities and the
context of social media.

Contribution: Community Evolution Prediction
(CEP) and Extracting Significant Structural Fea-
tures We investigate the evolution of the most persistent
community over time by calculating various measures. More-
over, three categories of node level, community level and se-
lective features are considered for the prediction task. In
fact, we identify the most influential properties of communi-
ties and reveal their importance in CEP. For instance, size
of a community is the most significant feature for CEP for
all the events (merge, split, dissolve, survive) over all so-
cial media domains. Finally, relation between how to detect
communities and prediction accuracies are investigated.

Contribution: Overlapping Community Detection
and Graph Structures For the first time, we apply OCD
for CEP because they behave more realistic. In order to
comprehend the relationship between the structural prop-
erties of community definition and prediction model, three
OCD algorithms are used. Number of overlapping nodes,
number of communities, average community sizes are com-
pared. Moreover, their corresponding prediction accuracies
are computed. Results indicate that significance of features
for CEP highly depends on how to define and detect com-
munities.

Contribution: CEP and the Relation to Various
Social Media The case study uses multiple datasets from
different domains to understand their effect. Social, email
communication and co-authorship networks are among them.
The purpose of using different data resources from various
domains is to observe how the importance of features de-
pend on the context of the communities. Results indicate
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Features Definition and Description

LeaderRatio ratio of leaders
LDegCen leaders average Degree
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∆LeaderRatio change in leader ratio
∆SizeRatio change in size
∆Density change in density
∆Cohesion change in cohesion
∆Clustering Coefficient change in clustering coefficient
∆Degree Centrality change in degree
∆Closeness Centrality change in closeness
∆EigenVector Centrality change in eigenvector centrality
Previous-Survive survive as previous event?
Previous-Merge merge as previous event?
Previous-Split split as previous event?
Previous-Dissolve dissolve as previous event?

Table 1: Features used for prediction.

that significance of features more or less vary in the context
of different social media.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2,
we introduce necessary literature related to our work. Then,
in section 3 we propose our approach and the applied fea-
tures to CEP. In section 4, we discuss about the results.
Finally, we conclude in section 5.

2. RELATED WORK
Our work combines two research areas and we address

them separately.
(Overlapping) Community Detection Regarding struc-

tural perspective, OCD algorithms mainly can be divided
into global [13] and local methods [19, 16]. Global methods
investigate the whole network of users to discover commu-
nities, however, local approaches employ properties such as
random walks [8], label propagation [16], influential nodes
[16], cliques [5] and so on. For instance, SLPA as a local
approach [19] considers memories for each node and applies
speaker-listener rules for identifying labels of nodes and as-
signing them to overlapping communities.

OCD algorithms are also adaptive. Nonadaptive methods
[19, 16] run the algorithm on each snapshot of the graph,
sometimes leading to unstability, long execution time and
stagnating at a local optima while merely a small portion of
the graph actually changes at each time step [15]. However,
adaptive techniques simply seek for graph updates such as
node and edge addage/removal in order to reduce the hassle

of computing from scratch [12]. For instance, AFOCS as
an adaptive two-phase method, runs a static algorithm on
the initial network topology by detecting local high density
clusters while it inspects only the updated nodes/edges as
the input to re-evaluate the communities [14]. To enhance
the reliability of our results and as well investigate the effect
of structural properties in community prediction, three OCD
algorithms including non-adaptive (DMID [16] and SLPA
[19]) and adaptive (AFOCS [14]) are taken into account.

Community Evolution Prediction (CEP) CEP has
gained much attention recently [3, 6, 9, 17]. In this problem,
we are interested to observe what would be the next status
of a community. One of the early works was to model growth
transformations [2]. [2] employs decision trees and charac-
teristic values such as number of friends inside and outside
the community, open/closed triads, responses on posts and
so on, to probabilistically predict individuals leaving and
joining. Goldberg et al. [7] applies a linear regression model
to predict on lifespan using the community properties such
as size, intensity and stability as it characterised by commu-
nity longevity. Brodka et al. [3] applied machine learning
classification on historical evolution of community as train-
ing data to predict its subsequent stage in the test data.
This technique has been the crucial step in the research to
predict community transition rather than network individ-
uals. A similar approach was applied on predicting blogo-
sphere evolution [6]. Furthermore, [10] presents a framework
which supports analysing evolving communities, events and
interactions in twitter. It as well employs community detec-
tion techniques along with their activity evolution to inves-
tigate community interaction patterns. There is a compar-
ative study [17] which identifies prominent features of the
network for community prediction. The technique applies
a community similarity function to match the communities
from one time step to another. It detects occurring changes
such as form, merge, split, dissolve and survive .

3. COMMUNITY EVOLUTION PREDICTION
In this section, we explain the required notations, vari-

ables and as well describe our method for prediction of time-
evolving and overlapping communities. We denote a network
of a social media with graph Gt = (V t, Et) in which V t and
Et is the set of nodes and edges at time point t. Graphs con-
sist of middle size overlapping data structures named com-
munities in which each of them are denoted by Cti at time
slot t. The communities overlap, hence, Cti ∩ Ctj 6= 0. The
aim of the framework is to reliably predict if the community
structures would dissolve, split, merge or survive. We ap-
ply logistic regression as the prediction model. If we have m
training examples like (xi, yi) in which i <= m and xi and yi
are feature vectors and the class label of the model, the logis-
tic regression hypothesis function is hθ(x) = 1

1+exp(−θT ∗x)
in

which θ is a vector indicating the parameters of our model.
In CEP, we consider one versus all classification case, for in-
stance, we consider survive as one class and all other states
including split, merge and dissolve in the other class. In
fact, we consider four binary classification problems, respec-
tively y = (survive, notsurvive), y = (merge, notmerge),
y = (split, notsplit) and y = (dissolve, notdissolve). For
instance, notdissolve includes survive, split,merge.
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Table 2: Comparisons of number (C), average size (AvgSize) of communities and number of overlapping
members (Ovl) for SLPA, DMID and AFOCS on some datasets.

SLPA SLPA SLPA AFOCS AFOCS AFOCS DMID DMID DMID
C AvgSize Ovl C AvgSize Ovl C AvgSize Ovl

Karate Club 4 10.5 0.23 0 0 0 2 15 0.43
Dolphins 3 216 0.048 34 3.3 0.008 6 25.2 0.65
PolBlogs 5 245.4 0.002 823 148 0 15 1026.2 0.839

NetScience 407 4.1 0.1656 658 4.2 0.1 61 177.31 0.55
Power 737 9.9 0.40376 4256 2.1 0.076 569 462.8 0.96

CA-GrQc 954 6.9 0.24475 2683 3.9 0.038 263 654.7 0.8051
p2p-Gnutella08 230 18.24 0.50436 5274 2.39 0.04 614 573.4 0.6803

3.1 Community Mapping
GED method [4] is used to detect possible events occur-

ring in a network. GED interprets the temporal network
as a list of time frames with graphs leading to a succes-
sive event such as continuing, splitting, merging, dissolving,
forming. GED applies an Inclusion measure that evaluates
the inclusion of one group (or community) in another which
is formulated using two quantitative and qualitative factors.
The inclusion factor of a community Ci in snapshot t and
another community Cj in snapshot t + 1 is represented as
I(Cti , C

t+1
j ) and is calculated as,

I(Cti , C
t+1
j ) =

|Cti ∩ Ct+1
j |

|Cti |
.

∑
x∈Ct

i∩C
t+1
j

NI(Cti (u))

∑
u∈Ct

i

NI(Cti (u))
(1)

where NI(Ct(u)) is the node indicator which is any sta-
tistical metric that evaluates the node’s importance within
a community.

3.2 Features for Prediction
As for the prediction task, we apply different set of struc-

tural features shown in the Table 1. We consider three sets of
features including node level, community level and temporal
features. Node level features are computed for most influen-
tial nodes named leaders. We consider nodes with the high-
est 20 percent eigenvector centrality values as leaders. Node
level features consider static and dynamic centrality values
of leader members. We also compute static and dynamic
community level features such as density, cohesion, size, av-
erage clustering coefficient, degree and closeness centrality.
Dynamic features indicate change in properties regarding
two consecutive snapshot of a community. Previous state of
a community is taken into account as a binary variable e.g.
Previous-Dissolve checks if previous state of a community is

dissolve. Prediction accuracy (TP+TN)
(P+N)

is applied to evalu-

ate the test results. TP is true positive rate and TN is true
negative rates in test runs.

Regarding preprocessing of datasets, the ground truth of
the classes are extracted based on the GED mapping. In
other words, we extract events including survive, merge,
split and dissolve based on successive network snapshots.
For instance, when we observe same community at time t
and t + 1 then we consider it as a survive event. As the
result of the preprocessing, GED method detected 21 sur-
vive, 31 merge, 12 split and 24 dissolve events in the Enron
dataset. GED also identified 51 survive, 288 merge, 156 split

and 8870 dissolve events for Facebook communities. Finally,
146 survive, 200 merge, 187 split and 3319 dissolve were la-
belled for communities in DBLP. We use existing filter in
WEKA like SMOTE to synthetically balance the classes.

4. RESULTS

4.1 OCD Algorithm Properties
In this section, we discuss some properties of the algo-

rithms DMID, SLPA and AFOCS on different datasets [11,
1] including Zachary karate club (34 nodes, 78 edges, so-
cial network), Dolphins (62 nodes, 159 edges, biological net-
work), PolBlogs (1224 nodes, 19022 edges, Internet topology
network), NetScience (1461 nodes, 2742 edges, collaboration
network), Power Grid (4941 nodes, 6594 edges, Technical
network), General Relativity (CA-GrQ) (5242 nodes, 28968
edges, collaboration network) and Gnutella (6301 nodes,
20777 edges, peer-to-peer network). Table 2 indicates num-
ber of found communities (C), average community size (Avg-
Size) and percentage of overlapping nodes (Ovl). As it can
be observed, percentage of overlapping nodes for DMID al-
gorithm for almost all of the datasets including Karate Club
(0.43), Dolphins (0.65), PolBlogs (0.839), Netscience (0.55),
PowerGrid (0.96), CA-GrQc (0.8051) and Gnutella (0.55)
is more than other two algorithms; SLPA with respectively
0.23, 0.048, 0.002, 0.1656, 0.40376, 0,24475 and 0.504 and
AFOCS with respectively 0, 0.008, 0, 0.1, 0.076, 0.038, 0.04.
This indicates that DMID detects communities with high
overlapping part without tending to merge them. Hence,
DMID has higher average community sizes than SLPA and
AFOCS. For Dolphins, PolBlogs NetScience, Power, CA-
GrQc and p2p-Gnutella08, AFOCS detects respectively 34,
823, 658, 4256, 2683 and 5274 communities which are more
than number of communities in comparison to DMID with
respectively 6, 15, 61, 569, 263 and 614 and SLPA respec-
tively with 3, 5, 407, 737, 954 and 230 communities on these
datasets. This as well confirms that AFOCS prefers to form
more overlapping communities than SLPA and DMID.

4.2 Properties of the persistent community
Moreover, we analyse the largest persistent community

for different datasets and algorithms. Structural features
mentioned in Table 1 are considered for this. Each of the
algorithms in Figure 1 has its own legend. Regarding email
network, DMID, AFOCS and SLPA experience the most
persistent community of longevity 5. Stabilities of detected
communities are somehow similar for the longest persistent
community in the Enron email network. Moreover, com-
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Figure 1: Different properties of the longest persistent community on different datasets based on the algo-
rithms

munity properties are quite similar. Only SpearmanRho
measure is low and somehow fluctuating in all three cases
in the Enron network. This indicates that the most per-
sistent community has disassortative degree mixing prop-
erty. Therefore, disassortative degree mixing is significant
for community continuation (disappearing).

Regarding the Facebook dataset, DMID, SLPA and AFOCS
resulted in 2, 3 and 5 most persistent communities. This is
somehow compliant with the results in Table 2 in which
DMID detects bigger communities with more overlap. Due
to smaller community sizes detected by AFOCS, it leads
to the longest persistent community of length 5. Range of
property values for DMID, SLPA and AFOCS are quite dif-
ferent because their persistent communities are different and
would possess divergent property values.

Regarding DMID and SLPA, properties are more diver-
gent and fluctuating in comparison to AFOCS. All of them
experience high disassortative degree mixing with AFOCS
having highest fluctuation of disassortative degree mixing.
For DBLP also all the algorithms have smaller longevity
for most persistent community with SLPA (3), DMID (2)
and AFOCS (3) while most of people co-author with few
people and smaller communities form. The property val-
ues for DMID are quite divergent in comparison to SLPA
and AFOCS. The community has negative assortative de-
gree mixing with abrupt fluctuations before disappearing.

4.3 Community Evolution Prediction

4.3.1 Community Prediction Accuracy
In this section, results of the prediction task are shown in

Table 3 and we enumerate the important features in CEP
for each of the events happening to the community. Predic-
tion accuracies are only shown for selective features based
on a wrapper method available in WEKA data mining tool
library. Because they lead to better prediction accuracies so
we only consider them in our discussion. Regarding Face-
book, the highest prediction value for the survive event can
be observed for AFOCS (82.35). This is also compliant
with the results in Table 2 in which AFOCS detects smaller
communities. Smaller communities are more likely to sur-
vive than bigger ones. Regarding dissolve (dead) event in
Facebook, DMID has a prediction accuracy of 78.57 which
is higher than selective features of SLPA-Facebook (72.82)
and AFOCS-Facebook (63.28). This is because DMID de-
tects bigger communities with more overlap than AFOCS
and SLPA. So bigger communities have higher tendency to
dissolve (die) than small communities. Regarding merge,
SLPA-Facebook (67.83), DMID-Facebook (67.22) and AFOCS-
Facebook (65.02) have approximately similar prediction ac-
curacies regarding the merge event. Because small and big
communities have similar tendency for the merge event. Fi-
nally for split, SLPA-Facebook has the prediction accuracy
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Figure 2: Comparison of important features.

of 77.94 which is higher than DMID-Facebook (63.75) and
AFOCS-Facebook (66.03).

As for DBLP and the survive event, DMID (82.14) leads to
higher accuracy in comparison to SLPA (67.16) and AFOCS
(55.99). As for dissolve, SLPA (67.2) and DMID (66.42) are
higher than AFOCS (55.99). As for merge, DMID (66.76)
can better predict happening of merge event in comparison
to SLPA (64.78) and AFOCS (63.62). Finally, DMID (74.29)
has higher prediction accuracy in comparison to SLPA (65.56)
and AFOCS (67.78) for split event. Communities in the
DBLP dataset are inherently small and componentized, there-
fore, DMID might detect more realistic size communities and
lead to higher prediction in all the events.

Regarding Enron dataset and the survive event, we have a
little different pattern with DMID (88.71) and SLPA (76.92)
and AFOCS (82.14). As for dissolve, SLPA (93.75) has
higher prediction accuracy than DMID (88.64) and AFOCS
(79.17). As for merge, DMID (95.59) has higher predic-
tion accuracy in comparison to SLPA (78.79) and AFOCS
(74.56). As for split, DMID (88.71) as well yields better pre-
diction accuracy in comparison to SLPA (83.33) and AFOCS
(81.25). In general DMID algorithm has higher prediction
accuracy for Enron and DBLP datasets in all events. More-
over, its prediction accuracy for Facebook regarding dissolve
and merge events is high and competitive. On the other end,
use of AFOCS leads to smaller and more stable communities
over time. Results indicate that prediction of community
structures highly depends on how to detect communities. In
other words, the same set of features lead to different pre-

diction accuracies when considering different ways of identi-
fying communities.

4.3.2 Comparison of features
Figure 2 shows heat map of the features which are used

for the prediction task. It can be observed for all of the
events and all of the algorithms, size of the community is an
important feature for CEP. Regarding Facebook and DMID
algorithm, in most of the events centrality measures and
temporal features play important role. Change in leader
ratio is also important in dissolve event relating to SLPA.
With AFOCS algorithm, one can observe that not only cen-
trality measures but also the ratio of influential nodes and
assortative degree mixing are more important. Assortative
degree mixing provides good indicators in survive and merge
of communities. For Facebook which is a social network,
AFOCS provides a various range of features for the pre-
diction task. As for Enron, only eigenvector centrality in
dissolve is important. For SLPA with Enron, measures like
cohesion, closensss centrality, size and density of a commu-
nity are important in survive and merge events. Regarding
split and dissolve only centrality and change in size of com-
munity play important role in prediction. Here, AFOCS is
more similar to the SLPA and approximately the same set
of features play important role.

As for DBLP and DMID algorithm, centrality measures
and temporal features play important role for survive. Re-
garding merge, leader ratio is important. For split centrality
measures and for dissolve leader ratio and temporal features
are more important. As for SLPA, the situation is a lit-
tle bit different and cohesion, previous merge and centrality
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Table 3: Community prediction accuracy
Survive Dissolve Merge Split

SLPA-Facebook 75 72.82 67.83 77.94

DMID-Facebook 78.57 78.57 67.22 63.75

AFOCS-Facebook 82.35 63.28 65.02 66.03

SLPA-Enron 76.92 93.75 78.79 83.33

DMID-Enron 88.71 88.64 95.59 88.71

AFOCS-Enron 82.14 79.17 74.56 81.25

SLPA-DBLP 67.16 67.2 64.78 65.56

DMID-DBLP 82.14 66.42 66.76 74.29

AFOCS-DBLP 55.99 55.99 63.62 67.78

measures are important for survive. Regarding merge, cen-
trality measure, clustering coefficient and previous merge
play important role. As for split, cohesion, eigenvector cen-
trality and leader closeness centrality are important. Cen-
trality measures and temporal features play important role
for dissolve. Regarding AFOCS in merge and survive, tem-
poral features like change in cohesion, previous survive and
previous merge are important. Regarding split, density and
previous merge and for dissolve temporal features are impor-
tant. Altogether, the importance of features are different in
various social media and even with different algorithms. In
other words, the importance of the features for the predic-
tion task of each event and dataset very much depends on
how to detect communities.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we apply static and dynamic community

and node level features to the case of community evolution
prediction problem. First, significant features are identified
for each separate event happening to the community. Size
ratio is the most important feature to predict events happen-
ing to communities. Second, results indicate that commu-
nity fate prediction depends on how to detect communities
and dynamics of OCD algorithm. We would like to further
explore the results with other algorithms and other social
media e.g. open source developer and learning networks.
Finally, further fine-grained investigation needs to be done
for each of social media to justify observed effects.
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